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About the show
Love Food is a top rated weekly body positive show

hosted by Julie Duffy Dillon--a seasoned spunky anti-

diet dietitian and international speaker. Imagine Dear

Abby meets Dear Sugar, Love Food poetically and

progressively sifts through a listener letter to Food

hoping to rewrite their fate. Listeners feel supported

and loyally come back week after week. The show is

intentionally designed to be inclusive of all races,

genders, sizes, and ethnicities.

 

Love Food releases episodes every Tuesday with

special topic bonuses released periodically. The 20 to

30 minute shows are warm, supportive, inspiring, and

informative. They can be found on Apple Podcasts,

Spotify, Google Play, iHeartRadio, Stitcher, and is

smart speaker enabled.

"Julie is a rebel-saint. Her advice is so simple, so loving, and so

obviously true that it diffuses gently into your brain like honey

into tea...It's warm fuzzy slippers for your tired cracked eating-

disordered brain."

 Listener review on Apple Podcasts January 2020



It's like connecting with an old friend who is super smart!
Jamison W, listener review from January 2020
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Source: 2020 Listener Survey

Trust + Enagement:
52% of listeners say they are more likely to make

a purchase after hearing a product on a podcast

vs traditional marketing methods.



Julie wants you to know: food is not the enemy and

eating doesn't have to be this hard. She unites us with

a new freeing perspective on how and why we eat and

gently shows us controlling it will just keep us spinning

on the hamster wheel of binge eating and body hate. 

 

Julie has been helping individuals along their Food

Peace™ journey for 20 years. The podcast has given

thousands of people access to her therapeutic,

supportive, and dynamic skill set to help rewrite their

fate. 

 

She is a Registered Dietitian, trained as a Mental

Health Counselor, and teaches people all over the

world how to live abundantly without diets.

 

 

Meet the host...
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You may have seen Julie in these places before...

Julie's Social Reach Love Food Downloads
More than 1.4 million total

downloads to date

43,000 downloads in January 2020 

Average 3000 downloads per

episode (stats IAB 2.0 compliant).



2020 Sponsorship Opportunities
All ads include a mid-roll 60 to 120 second endorsement

so personal experience with product required. Includes

an optional call to action, giveaway, or discount code

offered at end of episode (15 to 30 seconds). Your

brand's graphic, images, and links included in shownotes

blog post on JulieDillonRD.com.

 

*Multi-episode ads include an Insta-Stories feature with

Julie's robust interactive 22,000 thousand followers on

Instagram the week the episode airs.

1 Ad $297

3 Ads $997*

6 Ads $1997*


